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Diverse psychophysical and neurophysiological results show that oculomotor networks are1

continuously active, such that plans for making the next eye movement are always ongoing.2

So, when new visual information arrives unexpectedly, how are those plans affected? At what3

point can the new information start guiding an eye movement, and how? Here, based on mod-4

eling and simulation results, we make two observations that are relevant to these questions.5

First, we note that many experiments, including those investigating the phenomenon known6

as “saccadic inhibition,” are consistent with the idea that sudden-onset stimuli briefly inter-7

rupt the gradual rise in neural activity associated with the preparation of an impending sac-8

cade. And second, we show that this stimulus-driven interruption is functionally adaptive, but9

only if perception is fast. In that case, putting on hold an ongoing saccade plan toward loca-10

tion A allows the oculomotor system to initiate a concurrent, alternative plan toward location11

B (where a stimulus just appeared), deliberate (briefly) on the priority of each target, and de-12

termine which plan should continue. Based on physiological data, we estimate that the actual13

advantage of this strategy, relative to one in which any plan once initiated must be completed,14

is of several tens of milliseconds.15

A fundamental function of oculomotor circuits is to determine where the eyes should look next16

and produce the appropriate eye movement. Neurally, each saccade is the culmination of a motor17

planning process whereby the firing rates of movement-related neurons rise gradually, monoton-18

ically, until the ramping activity of the population reaches a particular threshold level, at which19

point the plan becomes an uncancelable command and the saccade is triggered1,2,3,4,5,6. A tim-20

ing conflict is likely to arise because this rise-to-threshold process unfolds over a sizable period21

of time, but new, potentially critical visual information may arrive at any moment. Furthermore,22

due to two prominent features of oculomotor circuits, this conflict must be extremely common.23

On one hand, both behavioral and neurophysiological evidence indicates that saccades are24

programmed continuously, which is to say that there is always a subset of movement-related25

neurons (encoding a particular movement vector) that is steadily increasing its activity toward26

threshold. First, both humans and monkeys generate saccades at similar rates under a wide va-27

riety of viewing conditions7,8,9, even in the dark10,11. Second, activity recorded in the frontal28

eye field (FEF) during free-viewing conditions shows, from one saccade to the next, variations29

in firing rate occurring around a relatively high mean compared to that seen after prolonged30

fixation9,12,13, as if the movement-related activity never fell far below threshold. Third, motor31

plans are not contingent on the completion of a target selection process5,14,15,16,17 and may proceed32

in parallel5,6,9,16,18,19,20. And fourth, the streaming of motor plans is strongly driven by current33

task contingencies and behavioral goals21,22; that is, by internal, already acquired information,34

and not necessarily by the visual stimuli currently in view.35

On the other hand, saccades are rapidly and preferentially drawn to physically salient or36

highly relevant visual stimuli8,23,24,25,26,27,28,29,30, such as a traffic light turning red, or a mouse37

suddenly scurrying across the kitchen floor. The draw of such stimuli is often described as “at-38

tentional capture” (refs. 31, 32) or, when particularly potent, “oculomotor capture” (refs. 25, 26)39

Stimuli that capture attention engage dedicated neural mechanisms that are highly sensitive to40

bottom-up information and are closely related to the selective firing of visually-responsive neu-41

rons within oculomotor circuits20,33,34,35,36,37.42

Therefore, it must be typically the case that, when a salient stimulus appears abruptly, the cor-43

responding visual information arrives at oculomotor planning areas while the activity associated44

with some movement vector is already rising toward threshold. What should the system do then?45

Should the ongoing plan be completed first, before the new information is acted upon, or should46

the plan be canceled and replaced with another one toward the recent stimulus? Clearly, the an-47
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swer depends on the priorities of the targets. So, it may be best to put the ongoing saccade plan48

on hold, evaluate the new sensory information, and then determine whether to continue with the49

current plan or to cancel it in favor of an alternate one.50

This intuition has been mentioned earlier38,39,40. For instance, Anderson and colleagues40 ar-51

ticulated the problem this way: “involuntary attentional capture can rapidly orient the organism52

to unexpected changes that could signal danger or opportunity, but has the potential to cause53

distraction from intended acts of perception.” That is, delaying a response to a visual stimulus54

that appears abruptly could be costly when it reveals an imminent threat or a fleeting opportu-55

nity, but always canceling the ongoing saccade plans would be quite inefficient, because not all56

salient stimuli have such importance. Here, we provide an initial framework for evaluating this57

intuitive tradeoff quantitatively. First we show that a simple descriptive model replicates a va-58

riety of experimental results which, in effect, indicate that ongoing saccade plans are transiently59

interrupted by salient, sudden visual stimuli. Then, based on this model, we use analytical and60

numerical calculations to determine the conditions under which such interruption is behaviorally61

advantageous, and estimate the actual temporal tradeoff that it entails.62

Results63

Behavioral manifestation of an interruption in motor planning64

First we make a simple observation, which is that, across multiple trials, a transient interruption in65

the rising activity that comprises the motor plan to make a saccade leaves a characteristic signature66

in the corresponding distribution of saccadic RTs — a dip.67

The neural events that precede the onset of a saccade are well understood, particularly when68

the eye movement is in response to the presentation of a visual target. After the target is shown,69

activity in oculomotor areas, most prominently the FEF and superior colliculus (SC), starts build-70

ing up, with the activated neurons encoding the movement vector required to fixate the target.71

The ramping activity keeps increasing until it reaches a point of no return — the threshold —72

and shortly thereafter (∼10–20 ms) the saccadic movement is initiated1,2,3. Although the base-73

line and threshold levels of this rise-to-threshold process may vary and contribute substantially74

to its dynamics6, in general, RTs are most strongly correlated with variations in the build-up75

rate1,4,5,6,16,41. Thus, a reasonable simplification is that short versus long RTs largely correspond76

to steeper versus shallower excursions in activity between baseline and threshold (Fig. 1a).77

In agreement with this account, it is well established that the RT distributions of simple reactive78

saccades, which have a characteristic skew, are accurately replicated by a linear rise-to-threshold79

process in which the build-up rate, rB , is constant within each trial but is drawn from a Gaussian80

distribution from one trial to the next42,43. Under such conditions, the RT can be expressed as81

RT = A+
Θ−B

rB
(1)

where A, B, and Θ are constants (the afferent delay, baseline activity, and threshold), and for each82

trial the build-up rate, rB, is a different sample from the same Gaussian distribution. Simulated RT83

distributions based on this expression (Fig. 1c, d, gray shades) closely approximate distributions84

obtained experimentally based on saccades to single targets.85

This is the basis for our model, which is simply a descriptive one. It provides a minimalis-86

tic depiction of the underlying neural activity, and is entirely agnostic regarding the underlying87

circuit dynamics and mechanisms (in contrast to, for instance, the models considered by Bom-88

pas and Sumner44). Also, it is similar in many ways to other models that make slightly different89

assumptions (e.g., refs. 43, 45). Importantly, however, the results do not depend on these minor90
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Figure 1. Interruptions in motor planning produce a dip in the distribution of saccadic RTs. a, Four ex-
amples of the rise-to-threshold process. The y axis represents oculomotor activity as a function of time.
Activity increases gradually, and when a critical threshold level is reached, a saccade is triggered. All four
plans are identical except for their build-up rates. Triangles indicate saccade onset. b, Four example mo-
tor plans that are briefly interrupted. The rise in activity halts during the interruption period (red shade).
Build-up rates are the same as in the panel above. c, Simulated RT distributions for motor plans that rise to
threshold uninterrupted (gray shade) or that halt (red line) for 36 ms (between 192 and 228 ms after the go
signal) but are otherwise identical. Distributions were obtained from 50,000 simulated trials using 1 ms RT
bins and Gaussian smoothing with σ = 1 ms. Note the sharp discontinuity produced by the pause. d, As
in c, except that the probability of interruption for any given trial was equal to 0.7 (rather than 1), and the
onset and offset of the interruption interval varied normally with a SD equal to 8 ms (instead of 0). Note
the smooth dip in the distribution.

differences. The key property — in agreement with the underlying neurophysiology — is that the91

variance in RT is largely due to the variance in build-up rate.92

What we wish to point out is the characteristic effect produced when the rise-to-threshold93

process is interrupted during a consistent time period defined with respect to the onset of the94

rise. If the build up of activity is momentarily halted, such that the firing level is maintained95

constant during the pause (Fig. 1b), then the RT distribution is essentially split into two pieces96

separated by an empty interval (Fig. 1c, red trace). The location of the void within the distribution97

depends on the temporal offset between the go signal (or more precisely, the start of the rise to98

threshold) and the onset of the interruption, and the length of the void is equal to the duration99

of the pause. Whatever the offset, if the two parts of the distribution were brought together,100

the original distribution without interruption would be recovered. Thus, ideally, the behavioral101

manifestation of a consistent interruption of the saccadic motor plans is a discontinuous split of102

the RT distribution.103

Notably, though, any variability in the interruption mechanism will turn the discontinuous104

split into a smooth dip (Fig. 1d). (The sharpness of the discontinuity will also depend on the bin105

width used to generate the RT histograms, but this effect should be minor.) In particular, there106

are three ways in which such smoothing would be likely to occur. (1) Rather than halting, the107

motor plan could keep increasing at a low build-up rate, i.e., it could be just partially suppressed.108

A nonzero build-up rate would partially fill in the void in the RT distribution, and if that low109

rate fluctuated randomly across trials, the edges of the void would be softened. (2) Rather than110

always halting, the motor plan could halt on some trials but not on others. That is, the probability111
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of halting could be less than 1. (3) Rather than being constant, the duration of the interruption112

(and/or its onset and offset) could also fluctuate randomly across trials. As with point 1, the113

larger the fluctuations, the heavier the smoothing. In combination, these factors can easily turn a114

sharp, discontinuous split in the RT distribution into a visible but much more subtle, smooth dip115

(compare red traces in Fig. 1c, d).116

The effect of the interruption can also be appreciated based on how much each individual RT117

is delayed. If on a given trial the interruption halts the motor plan starting at a time Ion and lasts118

q ms, then the observed RT is simply119

RTI =

{

RT0 if RT0 < Ion
RT0 + q if RT0 ≥ Ion

(2)

where RT0 is the value that would have been measured had the same saccade plan (with the same120

build-up rate) not been interrupted. In other words, as can be seen in Fig. 1b, if the interruption121

starts at Ion (left edge of red shade), saccades that are programmed to occur before Ion are executed122

normally, whereas saccades that are programmed to occur after Ion are delayed by q ms, which123

is the duration of the pause. This is true on a trial-by-trial basis. So, assuming that the activity124

level does not change during the interruption and that Ion and q are constant, equation (2) leads125

to a sharp break in the RT distribution that starts at Ion and is q ms wide. In contrast, when Ion126

and q are not constant, the fluctuations across trials simply smooth the edges of the otherwise127

discontinuous, empty interval. Notably, because the above expression applies to any RT0, the128

break or dip occurs regardless of the shape of the original RT distribution.129

Saccadic inhibition as an interruption130

Many psychophysical studies have characterized the phenomenon best known as “saccadic inhi-131

bition” or the “remote distracter effect,” in which the sudden presentation of a visual stimulus132

delays the execution of a saccade. In this section we show that, although the results of these stud-133

ies are typically not described in terms of an interruption in motor planning, that is precisely what134

they reveal.135

Saccadic inhibition is typically produced by presenting a brief distracting stimulus while a136

participant is just about to make a saccade to a target (for example, Fig. 2a). Over multiple trials,137

the influence of the distracter manifests as a distribution of saccadic RTs (for correct responses)138

with a dip that depends on the timing of the distracter (for example, Fig. 2d–g, black traces) —139

a signature of a pause in the rise-to-threshold process that comprises a saccadic motor plan, as140

discussed above. As evaluated by this signature, saccadic inhibition is extremely robust.141

The characteristic dip is observed whether the distracter stimulus is discrete and localizable142

(e.g., refs. 39, 44) or widely distributed and lacking a well-defined spatial location (e.g., wide bars143

flashing above and below the intended saccade target38). The strength of the effect depends on144

the saliency of the distracting event; for instance, it is stronger for larger46,47,48 and higher contrast145

stimuli44. Variations in other stimulus dimensions, such as spatial frequency, produce only small146

variations (∼10 ms) in the leading phase of the dip49. And notably, the effect is stronger and more147

prolonged when the stimulus appears in an attended or task-relevant location as opposed to an148

unattended, task-irrelevant one46,50. Thus, all manner of abrupt visual stimuli produce saccadic149

inhibition, but their saliency matters.150

In addition, the phenomenon is surprisingly independent of volitional control and of the way151

in which saccades are triggered. For instance, similar effects on RT are produced whether partic-152

ipants are instructed to make a saccade to the target or an antisaccade away from it38. Consistent153

with this, robust saccadic inhibition is observed in the context of more cognitively demanding154
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Figure 2. Interruptions in motor planning observed experimentally. a, The paradigm used by Bompas and
Sumner44 to study saccadic inhibition. Participants were instructed to make a saccade (blue arrow) to the
target (black square) as soon as it appeared, and to ignore any distracters. In most trials, a distracter (white
square) was briefly flashed (50 ms) opposite to the target. The delay between target onset and distracter
onset (SOA) varied across trials. For each trial, the PT is equal to RT − SOA, and corresponds to the
time interval between distracter onset and saccade onset. b–g, RT distributions reported by Bompas and
Sumner44 (observer 1, black traces) along with our model results (red traces). SOAs are indicated, in ms.
In the rise-to-threshold model, RT0 samples were directly drawn from the distribution obtained in the
no-distracter condition (b). The effect of the interruption was then calculated for each drawn RT0 using
equation (2), taking the corresponding SOA into account. The interruptions occurred, on average, between
85 and 115 ms after distracter onset (dark gray shades) with a probability of 1, but the onset and offset times
varied across trials (SD was 14.3 ms, correlation was −0.8; light gray shades show 1 SD in each direction). h,
PT distributions for the simulated (red trace) and experimental data from Bompas and Sumner44 (observer
1, black traces). PT histograms include aggregated data from all SOAs. All experimental data were redrawn
from Bompas and Sumner44.

behaviors as well, such as search tasks49, double-step saccades39, and reading46. At the other155

extreme, saccadic inhibition is equally robust for reflexive saccades observed during the quick156

phase of nystagmus, both during its normal operation51 (optokinetic nystagmus) and when it is157

pathological52 (infantile nystagmus). How the saccade plan is initiated does not seem to matter;158

the interruption cannot be prevented.159

The robustness of the phenomenon can be appreciated based on representative RT data from160

an experiment by Bompas and Sumner44 in which human participants made saccades to single161

targets and were explicitly instructed to ignore any distracting stimuli, which were briefly flashed162

at a location diametrically opposite to the target (Fig. 2a). In trials with no distracter, the distri-163
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bution of saccadic RTs was unimodal, with the expected long tail on the right side (Fig. 2b). In164

trials in which a distracter was shown, the resulting RT distributions demonstrated a clear dip,165

with the minimum consistently occurring about 100 ms after distracter onset. As the stimulus166

onset asynchrony (SOA) between target and distracter increased, the dip in the RT distribution167

shifted further to the right, exactly as expected from an interruption in motor planning that is168

time-locked to the onset of the distracter (Fig. 2c–g, black traces). Interestingly, for an SOA of 0169

ms, the effect looks less like a split and more like a pure rightward shift of the whole distribution170

— which is exactly what one would expect from an interruption that occurs just at the onset of the171

rise-to-threshold process. The resulting progression goes from the original, unimodal RT distribu-172

tion without any distracters, to the shifted distribution at the shortest SOA, to distributions with173

a pronounced dip that gradually shifts to the right.174

This progression was accurately reproduced by a simple rise-to-threshold model (see Meth-175

ods) in which the parameters of the interruption are constant and the only element that changes is176

the onset of the interruption, as dictated by the SOA (Fig. 2b–g, red traces; see caption). This sim-177

ulation made no assumptions about the underlying distribution of build-up rates; it simply drew178

samples from the actual experimental distribution of RTs measured by Bompas and Sumner44 in179

the no-distracter condition (Fig. 2b), and for each sample calculated the effect of the interruption180

using equation (2). Thus, both the statistics of the build-up rate and the statistics of the interrup-181

tion used to generate the synthetic data were always the same (Fig. 2, caption). The simulated182

interruption produced dips at different points of the RT distribution depending only on the SOA183

— precisely as observed in the experimental data.184

Having set the interruption parameters to fit the RT distributions (Fig. 2c–g), the simulated185

data were then aligned to the onset of the distracter and combined across SOAs to generate a sin-186

gle response histogram. For each simulated trial, we calculated the interval between distracter187

onset and saccade onset, which we refer to as the processing time, or PT (Fig. 2a). This is the188

maximum amount of time that the system has to process the distracter signal in each trial. The189

resulting PT distribution (Fig. 2h, red trace) revealed a more prominent dip, and the dip observed190

in the experimental distribution closely matched the expectation (Fig. 2h, black trace). The fact191

that the experimental PT histogram, which combines data across all SOAs, indeed reveals a pro-192

nounced dip is further evidence that the interruption is synchronized to the presentation of the193

distracter. Curves like those in Fig. 2h are reported in many studies38,39,46,47,48,49,50,51,52. The point194

here is simply that the transient interruption in motor planning provides a compact and accurate195

phenomenological description of the empirical data.196

Some direct neurophysiological evidence is also available indicating that a sudden-onset dis-197

tracter briefly inhibits the progress of an ongoing saccade plan. In the SC, presenting an irrelevant198

distracter while a monkey is preparing to make an eye movement to a known location produces199

a brief decrease in the activity of visuomotor neurons precisely at the time expected based on the200

behavioral studies, about 90 ms after distracter onset53,54.201

In conclusion, plentiful evidence indicates that the oculomotor system responds reflexively202

and rapidly (within ∼60 ms) to sudden changes in visual input in a manner that is consistent with203

ongoing saccade plans making a brief pause in their rise toward threshold.204

Temporal advantage of saccadic inhibition205

Under what conditions is it advantageous to halt an ongoing saccade plan? And what is the actual206

temporal advantage? We answer these questions by comparing different strategies for updating207

and prioritizing saccade plans toward two targets.208

Suppose that a stimulus appears at location B while a saccade plan toward location A is al-209
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Figure 3. Two scenarios whereby saccade plans
may incorporate new visual information. Traces
represent the activity of saccade-related neurons,
with colors corresponding to populations encoding
distinct saccade vectors. Activity rises progres-
sively, and when it reaches threshold, a saccade is
triggered and a new motor plan is initiated. Here,
all plans have the same build-up rate. The circuit
detects a new stimulus (red flash) at a time αQ
relative to the onset of the ongoing plan (black
trace). a, A sequential scenario. Saccade plans
cannot be interrupted and are produced every
Q ms. A saccade to the flash (red trace) is made
after RT1 ms from the time of detection. b, c, A
parallel-programming scenario. After stimulus
detection, the ongoing plan (black trace) is halted
for q ms and a second plan, toward the stimulus
(red trace), starts rising. After the interruption,
either the second plan is canceled (b), or the first
one is (c), in which case a saccade to the flash is
made after RT2 ms from the time of detection.

ready ongoing. Then, if the stimulus is indeed relevant, i.e., worth examining right away, how210

quickly can a saccade to it be generated? We consider two simplified scenarios, one in which211

saccades cannot be interrupted and another in which they can (Fig. 3).212

First, note that if the arriving visual signal is spatially congruent with the ongoing plan (i.e,213

B ≈ A), then there is no conflict and the plan should simply continue. In that case canceling the214

current plan and starting over would be unnecessary and waste time. And indeed, experimental215

evidence47,55,56 indicates that saccadic inhibition demonstrates the expected dependence on A and216

B (see Discussion). Here we consider the problem that arises when the new visual signal and the217

ongoing plan are spatially incongruent, in which case the best course of action will depend on the218

priorities of the two potential visual targets.219

In the two scenarios considered, with and without interruption, movement-related activity220

rises toward a threshold level Θ with a build-up rate rB, so that the time between saccades is221

normally Q = Θ/rB . For simplicity, we first consider rB to be constant; later we will relax this222

assumption (and others) and show that additional, intrinsic randomness in the build-up rate does223

not affect the argument or the conclusions. In the first scenario (Fig. 3a), saccades are generated224

every Q ms, one after another. When a new visual stimulus is detected at location B, the ongoing225

plan toward location A (black trace) needs to be completed first (generating saccade 1) before a226

saccade to the stimulus can be programmed (saccade 2; red trace). Assuming that the visual signal227

is detected by the circuit at a time αQ from the start of the original plan and that no additional228

time is required to process it, the latency for making a saccade to the stimulus at location B is229

RT1 = Q (2− α) (3)

counting from the moment of detection. Note that α varies between 0 and 1, and indicates when230

the stimulus is detected by the circuit relative to how advanced the ongoing motor plan is.231

In the second scenario (Fig. 3b, c), the movement-related activity also rises with a build-up rate232

rB , so in the absence of new visual information saccades are still produced every Q ms. However,233
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when a new visual stimulus is detected at location B, again at time αQ, two things happen: first,234

the ongoing plan toward A is halted for q ms, and second, a new, competing plan toward the235

stimulus starts rising immediately, with the same build-up rate, rB . Importantly, during the q ms236

that the pause lasts, this second, parallel plan can only rise up to the level of the first plan, not237

further. Thus, the second plan can either catch up with the first one or stay below it — but cannot238

overtake it. Finally, after the interruption, two outcomes are possible: either the initial plan toward239

A continues and the budding plan toward B is canceled (Fig. 3b), or the reverse, the initial plan240

is canceled and the later one, toward the stimulus at location B, keeps advancing (Fig. 3c). In the241

former case, which occurs when the stimulus is deemed of low priority, the RT associated with the242

resulting saccade expands from Q to Q+q ms, but the eyes still land at the original target location,243

A. In the latter case, which occurs when the stimulus turns out to be of high priority, the latency244

for making a direct saccade to it, toward location B, is245

RT2 = Q+ q −min{αQ, q} (4)

again relative to the moment of detection, where min{a, b} is the minimum of a and b. The question246

is, which scenario is more efficient?247

Note that, implicitly, the time required for the stimulus to be processed in scenario 1 is conser-248

vative, in that it favors the purely sequential strategy. This is because even in the extreme case,249

when the stimulus is detected just before the saccade to A is triggered, no additional delibera-250

tion time is required. The plan toward location B is initiated right after the saccade to A, so the251

implicit assumption is that the perceptual evaluation of the stimulus is always completed while252

the first motor plan is ongoing, however short that interval may be. In contrast, in scenario 2 the253

interruption time, q, is equal to the deliberation time, i.e., the amount of time needed to resolve254

whether the stimulus at B is of low or high priority. During the pause, the plan toward A is put255

on hold and the alternate one, toward B, is initiated “just in case,” but the usefulness of the latter256

is defined only after the q ms have elapsed.257

For a saccade to the stimulus, the difference in latency between the two scenarios is258

∆RT = RT1 − RT2 =

{

Q− q if α < q/Q
Q− αQ if α ≥ q/Q

(5)

where a positive value indicates a faster response in scenario 2, in which the ongoing plan is259

interrupted. This expression shows that the advantage in RT depends on when the stimulus is260

detected relative to how advanced the ongoing plan is, which is what α represents. If the first plan261

is just starting to rise (α ≈ 0), the difference is potentially large; whereas if the planned saccade262

toward A is just about to be executed (α ≈ 1), the difference is minimal. The mean difference,263

averaging over detection times (i.e., integrating over α, assuming it is uniformly distributed), is264

〈∆RT〉 =
Q

2

[

1−

(

q

Q

)2
]

(6)

This is the main result. According to this expression, re-prioritizing on the fly pays off only when265

the perceptual evaluation time, q, is shorter than the intersaccadic interval, Q, in which case a266

positive average difference in RT is obtained. The precise advantage, however, depends on the267

duration of the interruption relative to the typical RT (Fig. 4a).268

What are physiologically plausible values for these two numbers? First consider an intersac-269

cadic interval of 200 – 250 ms, which is most common in humans and monkeys7,8,9,10, and an inter-270

ruption time of approximately 70 ms, as estimated from saccadic inhibition experiments38,44,46,48.271
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Figure 4. Temporal advantage of an interruption in motor planning. Each panel shows the mean difference
in RT between a sequential strategy, in which plans are not interrupted, and a parallel strategy in which
saccade plans are interrupted and deployed concurrently. The x axes show the deliberation time, q. The
mean saccade latency, Q, is indicated. a, Expected difference in RT from theoretical calculations. Colored
dots are results from computer simulations; gray lines are from equation (6). Circles mark the points beyond
which concurrent programming ceases to be advantageous. b, As in a, but with Gaussian variability in the
simulated build-up rates, such that the SD of Q was approximately equal to Q/4. c, Results when the
ongoing motor plan is not fully arrested but keeps rising at lower build-up rate. Going from dark to light
points, the build-up rate, rB , of the ongoing plan was equal to 0, 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75 times the initial value.
d, Results when the concurrent motor plan toward the stimulus rises at a lower build-up rate. Going from
dark to light points, the build-up rate, rB , of the second plan was equal to 1, 0.75, 0.5 and 0.25 times the
maximum value. e, Results when the concurrent motor plan toward the stimulus can rise only up to a point
below threshold. Going from dark to light points, the maximum rise is equal to 1, 0.75, 0.5 and 0.25 times
the maximum value, Θ. f, As in b, but with all the effects in panels c–e with coefficients of 0.5 applied
simultaneously.

Based on equation (6), those numbers give a mean difference 〈∆RT〉 between 88 and 115 ms fa-272

voring the parallel programming strategy, which is quite large as a proportion of the median273

intersaccadic interval (∼45%). There is a cost, of course, which is that when the stimulus turns out274

to be irrelevant, the original RT is lengthened by q ms.275

This calculation, however, might overestimate the true advantage, because saccades can be276

produced considerably more quickly (see Discussion), and because the interruption could con-277

ceivably be longer, depending on the location and saliency of the stimulus, as well as on the ro-278

bustness of the motor plans. Assuming that conditions are optimized for producing short saccadic279

latencies (Q ≈ 150 ms), as happens when target locations are predictable and subjects are highly280

motivated6,28,35,57, and that the interruption is as long (q = 115 ms) as it could be under extreme281

circumstances6,39, the average time saved according to the above expression is now 31 ms. This is282

considerably smaller than above — but still sizable as a proportion of the time between fixations283

(∼21%).284

More generally, the dependence of 〈∆RT〉 on q and Q indicates that interrupting the ongoing285

saccade plan and initiating a parallel plan while deliberating on the priority of the new infor-286

mation is clearly advantageous over a wide range of physiologically relevant values (Fig. 4a) —287

again, as long as the perceptual processes underlying the deliberation (e.g., stimulus detection and288
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identification) are at least as fast as the mean intersaccadic interval. Indeed, perceptual processing289

speeds typically satisfy this requirement, as elaborated in the Discussion.290

One could worry, though, that the analytical result involves strong simplifications, so we made291

similar comparisons based on computer simulations in which various assumptions within the two292

scenarios were relaxed. As a check, we first simulated the exact conditions assumed in the above293

calculations, and indeed, the analytical and numerical results were in agreement (Fig. 4a, lines vs.294

dots). Then we allowed the build-up rate to be different for each saccade plan (rB was drawn295

from a Gaussian distribution), adjusting the variance in build-up rate so that the corresponding296

saccade latency distributions were wide (i.e., so that the SD of Q was approximately equal to297

Q/4). Introducing a large amount of variability had a very small effect that tended to increase the298

advantage of the concurrent programming strategy (Fig. 4b, compare dots vs. gray lines).299

Next, we relaxed three key assumptions of the second scenario in ways that tended to lessen300

its advantage. (1) The interruption did not fully arrest the ongoing plan, but simply diminished301

its build-up rate, and if the ongoing plan reached threshold before the deliberation was over, the302

plan toward the stimulus had to restart from the baseline. (2) The plan toward the stimulus could303

rise during the interruption interval but slowly, at a fraction of its nominal build-up rate. (3)304

The plan toward the stimulus could only rise so far during the interruption; that is, as before,305

the second plan could not overtake the first one, but in addition, it was not allowed to increase306

beyond an absolute level below the saccade threshold. All of these manipulations curtailed the307

amount of progress that the concurrent plan toward the stimulus could make during the pause —308

but in all cases the effects were gradual, not qualitative, and typically required large changes in309

the parameters, on the order of 50%, to be substantial (Fig. 4c–e). Even in a worst-case scenario,310

in which all of these alterations were introduced at the same time, the results still showed a frank311

advantage of the interruption mechanism over strict sequential programming within a large range312

of interruption and mean saccade durations (Fig. 4f).313

These results show that the known physiological measurements of saccadic latencies and de-314

cision times are largely consistent with a mechanism whereby ongoing saccade plans are put on315

hold and re-prioritized on the fly, enabling significantly faster saccadic responses toward recently316

detected stimuli, with the benefit being on the order of several tens of milliseconds per saccade.317

Pronounced interruptions in the double-step task318

We consider another example of an experiment in which there is strong evidence for a stimulus-319

driven interruption in motor planning. This case is interesting because it illustrates quite specifi-320

cally how the interruption and concurrent motor programming can directly determine a subject’s321

performance in a well-known oculomotor paradigm, the double-step task.322

We discuss the version of the double-step task implemented by Buonocore and colleagues39323

Fig. 5a). All trials start in the same way, with the participant fixating on a central point flanked by324

two empty circles, or placeholders, one on the left and another on the right. Target presentation325

corresponds to one of the circles being filled. In one half of the trials (control trials), a target326

appears and the participant must simply make a saccade to it. In the other half of the trials (actual327

double-step trials; Fig. 5a), a target appears but then steps to the opposite location after a short328

delay (SOA). The participant is instructed to always look at the target; however, depending on the329

SOA and the participant’s urgency, the resulting eye movement may be toward the first (incorrect)330

or the second (correct) target location.331

Performance in the task is quantified via the direction transition function (Fig. 5b, blue trace).332

This curve describes the probability of making a correct saccade to the stepped target as a function333

of PT (Fig. 5a), which in this case is the interval between step onset and saccade onset (i.e., the334
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Figure 5. Interruptions in motor planning in the double-step task. a, The double-step paradigm used by
Buonocore et al39. Participants were instructed to make a saccade (blue arrow) to the target (filled circle) as
soon as it appeared. In one half of the trials the target did not change (not shown); in the other half it stepped
to the opposite location after a delay (SOA). The PT in each trial is equal to RT−SOA. b, Performance of one
participant. Saccade landing points are shown for each trial, arranged by PT (black dots, right y axis; data
redrawn from ref. 39, experiment 1, participant 3). Targets were located at ±6◦. The direction transition
function (blue trace, left y axis) is a running histogram (bin size = 81 ms) of the proportion of correct
saccades toward the stepped target as a function of PT. We computed it based on the shown saccade landing
points. c, PT distributions in double-step (black trace) and distracter-step (pink trace) blocks performed by
the same participant (data redrawn from ref. 39, experiment 1, participant 3). In distracter-step blocks,
participants were instructed to always make a saccade to the first target, ignoring the step. d, Motor plans
toward initial (black traces) and stepped (blue traces) target locations in 3 simulated double-step trials. A
fast error (left), a correct saccade (middle), and a slow error or lapse (right) are shown. Shades indicate
mean interruption interval. Triangles mark saccade onset. e, Simulated double-step responses (black dots;
similar number of trials as in b) and direction transition function (blue trace; based on 20,000 trials). Correct
and incorrect simulated saccades were assigned to +6◦ and −6◦ landing point values, respectively, with
additional random scatter. f, PT distributions in double-step (black trace) and distracter-step (pink trace)
simulated trials. Interruption and initial build-up rate parameters were the same for the two trial types.
Gray shade shows the PT distribution for control, no-step simulated trials, which were not interrupted. For
all data the SOA was constant at 120 ms.

amount of time available in any particular trial to view the target after it has stepped, where335

PT = RT − SOA). As can be seen for one example participant from the study by Buonocore and336

colleagues39 (Fig. 5b, blue trace), when the step is viewed for less than 100 ms or so, the resulting337

saccade is to the first, incorrect location, but as the PT increases beyond that mark, the likelihood338

of making a correct saccade to the stepped target rises steeply and then levels off. the transition339

from (fast) incorrect responses to correct ones occurs extremely rapidly, within 20 ms of PT or so.340

Crucially, Buonocore and colleagues39 showed that the timing of the saccades in the double-341

step task is remarkably consistent with the target step producing robust saccadic inhibition of an342

initial motor plan toward the first target location. To see this, first consider the distribution of PTs343

(Fig. 5c, black trace), which includes both correct and incorrect responses (Fig. 5b, black points).344

The distribution is clearly bimodal, with a pronounced dip centered around PT ≈ 105 ms. This is,345

indeed, as if the target step had inhibited an ongoing saccade plan. To verify this interpretation346

quantitatively, Buonocore and colleagues39 did the following manipulation. In separate blocks of347

trials, they presented the same displays as in the double-step task but instructed the participants348

to ignore the step and make an eye movement to the initial target location (same sequence as in349
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Fig. 5a, except with the correct saccade in the opposite direction). But note that this works as a350

classic saccadic inhibition paradigm, in which a salient distracter (the stepped target) must be ig-351

nored and, in addition, the actual target disappears. What they found was that the PT distribution352

from the distracter-step blocks (Fig. 5c, pink trace) was nearly identical to that in the double-step353

blocks; the saccades in both tasks produced the same unmistakable dip. This suggests that the in-354

terruption occurs in both cases and that it depends fundamentally on the stimulation conditions,355

regardless of how the abruptly-presented sensory information is used to guide the subsequent356

saccadic choice.357

We performed computer simulations of these experiments (see Methods) to verify this con-358

clusion, i.e., that the initial motor plan is interrupted in the same way in both conditions, except359

that, in one case (distracter-step trials) that first plan is meant to continue to threshold, whereas360

in the other (target-step trials) it is meant to be canceled and replaced by an alternate one. Mo-361

tor plans toward the initial target location (Fig. 5d, black traces) were generated as in Fig. 1, by362

drawing from a Gaussian distribution a different build-up rate for each trial. These initial plans363

were always interrupted (i.e., the probability of interruption was equal to 1), unless they reached364

threshold before the onset of the pause, of course (Fig. 5d, left). The onset and offset of the in-365

terruption varied across trials, to produce smooth RT distributions. In the distracter-step blocks,366

after the interruption the initial motor plan simply continued to threshold. In contrast, in the367

target-step blocks a concurrent plan was launched at the beginning of the pause and the initial368

plan was canceled at the end of the pause (Fig. 5d, middle; this was true for correct responses; see369

below). The resulting PT distributions for the two conditions (Fig. 5f) had slightly different tails370

on the right side — a difference that was, in fact, consistent with the data of most participants in371

the study by Buonocore and colleagues39 (as with Fig. 5c). But more importantly, the two distribu-372

tions displayed nearly identical dips. Although this may seem like a foregone conclusion, given373

that the initial plans and interruptions were statistically identical in the two cases, it is not. The374

simulations showed that, additionally, to produce such a tight match, the build-up rates of the375

initial and concurrent motor plans must have similar statistics.376

The example participant made some errors at long PTs (Fig. 5b). These slower errors can be377

considered lapses, incorrect responses that cannot be attributed to insufficient viewing time. In378

the simulations, directional errors corresponding to lapses were generated by assuming that the379

cancelation of the initial plan is not 100% certain (Methods). That is, most often the initial plan is380

successfully interrupted and canceled, and a correct saccade to the stepped location is triggered381

(Fig. 5d, middle); however, sometimes that initial plan is interrupted but not canceled, resulting in382

an incorrect saccade (Fig. 5d, right). This mechanism produces lapses with the appropriate timing383

(Fig. 5e, lower group of dots with PT > 100 ms).384

In this example, the same simulations reproduced not only the PT distributions but also the385

direction transition function (Fig. 5d, blue trace). The agreement depended both on dynamical386

features of the underlying motor competition process (e.g., the statistics of the build-up rates; see387

Methods) and on the parameters of the interruption. For example, making the interruption less388

reliable produced a less steep, more protracted direction transition function (data not shown). The389

main point exemplified by this task is that oculomotor performance can be strongly shaped by the390

interruption itself.391

Discussion392

Because saccadic eye movements are planned continuously, the question arises of what to do when393

new visual information is detected. As a first approximation, there are three ways to proceed: (1)394

always let the ongoing plan continue (and deal with the new stimulus later), (2) always cancel the395
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ongoing plan in favor of a new one congruent with the new stimulus, or (3) pause the ongoing396

plan, initiate a second, concurrent plan toward the stimulus, and deliberate to determine which397

one has a higher priority and should be executed next. Our review of the literature indicates that398

the latter, more flexible strategy is ubiquitous and robust, and our modeling results reveal two399

important aspects of it. First, the experimental manifestations of such strategy are accurately re-400

produced by a simple descriptive model in which the rise in oculomotor activity associated with401

a saccade plan is temporarily halted by a sudden-onset stimulus. Thus, although the quantita-402

tive details may vary across experimental conditions, the neuronal dynamics underlying such403

interruption are likely to be qualitatively the same. And second, the combined pause/concurrent-404

planning strategy is not necessarily optimal just because it is more flexible. For it to be advanta-405

geous, perception must be fast. Specifically, the advantage depends on how fast the new informa-406

tion can be interpreted relative to how fast the saccades can be programmed (equation (6)). When407

the deliberation is quick, on average it pays off to briefly pause the ongoing plan and initiate an al-408

ternative one right away every time. In this way, although ongoing plans to targets detected earlier409

are delayed, responses to novel, high-priority ones are rushed.410

The results suggest a compromise whereby the RTs to high priority targets are shortened by a411

few tens of milliseconds per saccade while the responses to low priority targets are delayed by a412

comparable amount — that delay is the price to be paid for being ready to respond when novel413

information mandates an immediate action. The difference may seem modest, but could be critical414

for a cat that is patiently waiting for a mouse to spring out of its hiding place. In a competitive415

world the currency of survival is time itself, and mechanisms that enable slightly faster reactions416

may confer a vital advantage.417

Besides providing a functional interpretation for the phenomenology associated with saccadic418

inhibition and attentional capture, the results are also important for models that aim to quantita-419

tively link neuronal activity to oculomotor performance. As in the case of the double-step task,420

an interruption in motor planning of a few tens of milliseconds may introduce sizable behavioral421

and neurophysiological effects6, especially during urgent saccadic choices5,16,58,59.422

Deliberation and perceptual processing speed423

Our calculations highlight the importance of sensory evaluation for saccade planning, and in-424

dicate that their speeds must match, i.e., the perceptual deliberation required to determine the425

priority of a novel stimulus must, on average, be shorter than the typical time between fixations426

(Q > q, equation (6)), which is about 200 ms in monkeys and humans7,8,9. Although many labora-427

tory tasks create conditions in which sensory stimuli are judged for several hundreds of millisec-428

onds or more (e.g., refs. 60, 61, 62), the perceptual decisions that characterize sensing in natural429

environments are likely to be much faster63,64. Specifically, the amount of time needed to make430

an accurate color discrimination is about 25–50 ms under urgent conditions, when oculomotor431

choices occur within a typical 200–250 ms RT window5,16,20. This number corresponds to the432

minimum amount of time that it takes for performance to transition from chance to 75% correct433

or above, so it is approximately equal to the deliberation time considered here, which excludes434

any transmission delays. Deliberation/processing times increase when stimulus discriminability435

goes down (Salinas and Stanford, unpublished results). But, on the other hand, the deliberation436

time is likely to be even shorter, closer to 20–30 ms, for a stop signal65, a single, salient stimulus437

that appears abruptly and is interpreted as a command to stop an action (e.g., a red traffic light).438

Thus, results based on urgent-choice paradigms reveal timescales for relatively easy, fast percep-439

tual judgements of a few tens of milliseconds, consistent with the interruption durations inferred440

from saccadic inhibition experiments.441
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This timescale is also consistent with classic visual search experiments used to investigate at-442

tentional allocation66,67. In visual search tasks, the main measurement is the time needed to de-443

termine whether a target is present or absent in a display, and the key quantity characterizing the444

overall difficulty of the task is the search slope, i.e., the slope of the linear fit describing the RT as445

a function of the number of items in the display. For a given search task, the search slope corre-446

sponds directly to the deliberation time needed to identify each additional item as either target or447

distracter. Notably, search slopes are typically smaller than 10 ms/item when targets are highly448

salient or highly discriminable from non-targets, but even for difficult versions of these tasks, such449

as searching for a blue H among green Hs and blue As, deliberation times exceed 50 ms/item only450

rarely66,67 These numbers indicate that perception is normally quite fast — fast enough to satisfy451

the key constraint identified here, which makes the interruption/concurrent-programming strat-452

egy advantageous.453

Still, given this constraint (Q > q), one might worry about the fact that intersaccadic intervals454

occasionally happen to be very short8,68 (< 100 ms), such as when a “corrective” movement is455

produced immediately after an incorrect saccadic choice18,19,25,69,70. In all likelihood, however,456

such short-latency responses are fast precisely as the result of concurrent motor programming. For457

instance, the latency of the correctives decreases as a function of PT in the double-step task18,71,72.458

This, together with evidence from single-neuron recordings in awake monkeys19,72, indicates that,459

during errors, the motor plan favoring the correct target keeps advancing up until the onset of460

the erroneous saccade (as in Fig. 5d, right), and likely contributes to the corrective movement461

that follows shortly thereafter. Thus, although extremely short intersaccadic intervals do occur,462

rather than negating the functional advantage of the interruption mechanism, they likely are a463

consequence of the concurrent motor programming that the interruption is proposed to enable in464

the first place.465

Temporal and spatial specificity466

According to the proposed functional interpretation, the interruption should vary according to467

the spatial congruence between the ongoing motor plan and the abrupt-onset stimulus. When468

the unexpected stimulus appears close to or at the endpoint of the saccade that is currently being469

planned, there should be no interruption, as there is no competing motor plan. And indeed, the470

effect on RT has the expected spatial dependence. When a stimulus is precisely coincident with471

a saccade target, the eye movement is triggered sooner55,56,68, so the stimulus actually reinforces472

the ongoing motor plan. The decrease in RT goes away within a few degrees, as the location of the473

abrupt-onset stimulus deviates from the endpoint of the planned saccade vector, until the dip in474

the RT distribution emerges, and as the separation between the corresponding vectors approaches475

180◦, it becomes most pronounced47,56. The interruption is manifest to the degree to which the476

ongoing and potential motor plans are in conflict with each other.477

Congruence in the temporal domain is also important. Motor plans are reliably interrupted478

when a distant stimulus appears abruptly just before saccade onset, i.e., within the RT interval of479

the ongoing eye movement plan. When the time interval between the distracter and saccade onset480

is much longer (≥ 300 ms), as typically happens when a saccade target is presented 100 ms or more481

after the distracter, then the effect may go away or even reverse56,73. Our results are applicable482

specifically when the stimulus and the developing motor plan overlap in time, otherwise their483

interaction may be entirely different.484

Change of mind or change of plan?485

The term “change of mind” has become popular for describing situations in which the neural486
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activity predicting choice A is initially strong, but shortly thereafter the neural activity favoring487

option B, which was initially weak, gains momentum and prevails, so the choice is toward B488

ultimately61,74,75. These swings within single choice trials are sometimes explicitly described as489

“vacillations,” or signatures of indecision74. However, the current and previous results5,6,16,58,59490

indicate that, rather than rare anomalies, these events must be extremely common, occurring as491

a natural and functionally useful aspect of the dynamics of motor circuits. The work of Thura492

and Cisek76 shows that, in premotor and motor cortex, motor plans favoring one or another arm493

movement are exquisitely sensitive to individual, quantized pieces of relevant sensory informa-494

tion, such that the prevalence of one plan over another can swing back and forth quite distinctly495

as pertinent evidence is presented over time. This is simply in keeping with the flexibility inher-496

ent to the definition of a “motor plan,” which implies that plans may be promoted, canceled, or497

otherwise changed as necessary up until the point of commitment77. That oculomotor circuits498

demonstrate a similar capacity to switch motor plans is perhaps less evident, insofar as saccades499

involve shorter timescales, fewer degrees of freedom, and stronger competition between them,500

making changes in saccade plans somewhat difficult to resolve (but see refs. 5, 6, 16, 78). Concep-501

tually, however, they should not be surprising, as they simply reflect flexibility that is behaviorally502

advantageous. The transient interruption of ongoing motor plans is one specific gear in the ocu-503

lomotor machinery that enables such flexibility.504

Methods505

All simulations were performed using Matlab. In each simulated trial of the rise-to-threshold506

process, the firing rate variable R was integrated numerically by applying the update rule507

R(t+∆t) = R(t) + vR∆t (7)

with a time step ∆t = 1 ms and a rate of change vR. The go signal was assumed to occur at t = 0,508

at which point R was equal to a baseline value B = 0. The saccade was assumed to be triggered509

when R reached a threshold Θ = 1000 arbitrary units (AU), at which point the RT was computed510

(the efferent delay was ignored, as it simply contributes a constant that can be consolidated with511

the afferent delay). Over the course of the trial, the rate of change took the following values512

vR =







0 if t < TA

rI if Ion < t < Ioff
rBU otherwise

(8)

where TA is the afferent delay, Ion and Ioff are the onset and offset of the interruption, respectively,513

rI is the build-up rate during the interruption, and rBU is the nominal build-up rate of the process.514

For Figure 1, parameters were as follows. The afferent delay, TA, was drawn from a Gaussian515

distribution with a mean of 50 ms and a SD of 5 ms. The nominal build-up rate was drawn from516

a Gaussian distribution with a mean of 7.7 and SD of 1.9 AU/ms. The onset and offset times were517

drawn from independent Gaussian distributions with means of 192 and 228 ms, respectively, and518

equal SDs of either 0 (Fig. 1c, red trace) or 8 ms (Fig. 1d, red trace). For non-interrupted trials519

rI = rBU , and for interrupted trials rI = 0. The probability of interruption per trial, pI , was either520

0 for simulations with no interruption (Fig. 1c, d, gray shade), 1 (Fig. 1c, red trace), or 0.7 (Fig. 1d,521

red trace).522

For Figure 2, instead of integrating R numerically, equation (2) was applied directly. In each523

trial, first, a nominal RT without interruption, RT0, was sampled from the empirical RT distribu-524

tion obtained with no distracter (Fig. 2b). For this, the published distribution44 was digitized and525
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the numerical values were used as the input weights to the Matlab function randsample, which526

generates random samples from arbitrary distributions. Having drawn a sample RT0, the inter-527

ruption was then computed for that trial. Interruption onset and offset times, Ion and Ioff , were528

drawn from a bivariate Gaussian distribution with a correlation of −0.8, means equal to SOA+85529

and SOA + 115 ms, respectively, and identical SDs of 14.3 ms. Depending on the probability pI ,530

the interruption duration in the trial was either q = 0 or else q = Ioff − Ion. Finally, the simulated531

RT in the trial, RTI , was obtained by inserting RT0, Ion, and q into equation (2).532

Note that, for the results in Figure 2, the correlation parameter allowed us to consider a range533

of scenarios, going from cases in which the interruption duration stays relatively constant but its534

center point varies (correlation ≈ 1), to cases in which the center point remains constant but the535

duration of the interval varies (correlation ≈ −1). Together with pI = 1, the parameter values just536

listed minimized the mean absolute difference between the empirical and simulated distributions,537

averaged across the 5 experimental conditions (for SOAs of 0, 20, 40, 60, and 80 ms).538

For Figure 4, the RT associated with each individual rise-to-threshold process was calculated539

analytically using the interruption duration, q, the value of α, and the corresponding build-up540

rates (the initial one, based on Q, and the rate during the interruption, if nonzero). What was541

calculated numerically were the averages across trials as these parameters varied.542

For Figure 5, equations (7) and (8) were used, and the parameter values for the initial motor543

plan and for the interruption were as follows: the afferent delay, TA, was drawn from a Gaus-544

sian distribution with a mean of 50 and SD of 10 ms; the initial build-up rate was drawn from a545

Gaussian distribution with a mean of 6.1 and SD of 1.7 AU/ms; the probability of interruption546

was pI = 1; the build-up rate during the interruption was rI = 0; the onset and offset times of547

the interruption were Gaussian samples with means of SOA+53 and SOA+157 ms, respectively,548

correlation equal to −0.8, and SD equal to 19.2 ms. The SOA was fixed at 120 ms, as was the549

case for participant 3 in the study by Buonocore and colleagues39. These values were identical550

between the simulated blocks of distracter-step and target-step trials. In distracter-step trials, the551

initial motor plan continued after the end of the pause, and the RT was recorded as the time when552

it reached threshold. In target-step trials, a concurrent plan was initiated during the pause. The553

build-up rate of this plan was drawn independently for each trial, with a mean of 6.2 and SD of 1.7554

AU/ms. In correct distracter-step trials, the first plan was assumed to be canceled after the pause555

and the RT was recorded as the time at which the second, concurrent plan reached threshold (as556

shown in Fig. 5d, middle). In error trials, the cancelation failed, the first plan continued after the557

pause, and the RT was recorded as the time at which this plan reached threshold (as shown in558

Fig. 5d, right). Such failures occured when the build-up rate of the initial plan exceeded that of the559

concurrent plan by at least 1.5 AU/ms (which happened on 26% of the trials). Finally, whichever560

motor plan was still active after the pause, accelerated; that is, its build-up rate increased linearly561

between the end of the pause and threshold crossing. During distracter-step trials the initial plan562

accelerated at a rate of 0.03 AU/ms2, and during target-step trials the concurrent plan accelerated563

at a rate of 0.01 AU/ms2. The effect of these acceleration terms was to curtail the right tails of the564

RT distributions. They were not essential, as qualitatively similar results were obtained with zero565

acceleration; however, they are consistent with related saccadic choice models5,16,58, and slightly566

improved the fits between the experimental (Fig. 5b, c) and model data (Fig. 5e, f).567

The Matlab code used to analyze and/or generate the data in the current study is available568

from the corresponding author on reasonable request.569
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